You are in charge of your own **happiness**
DREAMS AND ACTION MUST BE WOVEN TOGETHER
What are you waiting for?
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SURRENDER YOURSELF TO PEACE OF MIND
The **best** thing you can do is the **right** thing, the **next best** thing you can do is the **wrong** thing. The worst thing you can do is **nothing**.
Always believe something wonderful is about to happen
Be gentle, truthful & fearless

—Gandhi
With a **NEW DAY**

come **NEW STRENGTHS**

and **THOUGHTS**

—ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
What you do **today** can improve all your **tomorrows**

—Ralph Marston
BE CURIOUS, NOT JUDGEMENTAL

—WALT WHITMAN
Don’t fight the problem, decide it
YOU ARE CAPABLE OF MORE THAN YOU KNOW

—THE GREAT & POWERFUL OZ
Being Nice Makes You Cool
The Grass is Greener Where You Water It
If Plan A Doesn’t Work, the Alphabet Has 25 More Letters....
Be A **Warrior**, Not A **Worrier**
What You See Depends On What You’re Looking For